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Let A be an open bounded set of Rm, a a positive constant, a ^ (1/m);

let £a be the class of elliptic differential operators

l,m Q2

(1) L—Y1 aii(x)->

with an measurable in A and satisfying in A the conditions

l,m m

(2) E aij(x)pfpj ^ a | p |2,        £ au(x) = 1.
i.j i=l

Observe that (l/w)A belongs to <£„. Let G be the class of functions u

such that u is continuous in A, u^H2-m(A), w = 0 in 3^4, u positive in

A. Let A be the set of real numbers X for which there is an L in £a

and a function u in G such that

(3) Z,« + Xw = 0        a.e. in A.

By the maximum principle all the X's are positive (see [l]). Bounds

for the X's were established under various hypotheses by Duffin [2],

Protter-Weinberg [3]. Here we want to determine if A has a maxi-

mum or a minimum and for what operator in £„ the maximum or

minimum occurs.

Let Ma, ma denote the maximizing and minimizing operator rela-

tive to the class £a, that is for each fixed function u and fixed x:

(4) ikf„[tt(x)] =  sup Lu(x),        ma[u(x)] =   inf.   Lu(x),

with m in G. (For definitions and general properties of such operators

see [5] and, in the case of two variables, see also [4].)

Theorem I. Let dA be of class C2. If there is a function ui (u2) of

class G and a constant X' (X") such that

(5) ifa[wi] + X' Mi = 0    a.e. in A,

(6) ma[u2] + \"u2 = 0    a.e. in A,

then A has a minimum (a maximum) and
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(7) X' = min A,        X" = max A.

Theorem II. Let A be the sphere {x: \x\ <1}. Denote with b(c) the

first zero of the Bessel function Jp (Jq) where

2(m - l)a - 1 1 - 2a

(8) P = ~0—^-7T-'      q = —tt- ■
2 — 2(m — \)a 2a

Then

(9) min A = [l — (m — l)ct]b2,        max A = ac2;

the equation for which the minimum occurs is

l,*r xx~\    d2U

(10) £   '« + (1 - *"*) J1!:   -+ [1 - (m - l)a]b2u = 0,
ij \_ \ x 12J dXjdXj

and a solution of class G is

(11) |*|"p/p(&|*|);

the equation for which the maximum occurs is

l^rl-a ma — 1    XiXj 1 d2u
(12) Z  --S^ +- t^ h-r- + «c*u = 0,

ij L« — 1 m — \    \x\lA oxidxj

and a solution of class G is

(13) | x\-"Jq(c\ x\ ).

Observe that for a — \/m there is only the operator (\/m)A in the

class £a and by Theorem II it follows that min A = max A = m/b with

b the first eigenvalue of -7(m-2) /*

Theorem III. Let r\ be the supremum of the radii of the spheres con-

tained in A and r2 the infimum of the radii of the spheres containing A.

Then for any X in A we have

1 — (m — \)a a
-b2 < X < — c2,

r\ '     ~ r2
2 1

where b, c are defined in Theorem II.

First we prove a lemma:

Lemma. Let dA be of class C2 and let u in G be a solution of (3) for

some L in £a and some real X. Denote by d(x) the distance of x from dA;

there are two positive constants kx, k2 such that in A

(14) kxd(x) ^ u(x) g k2d(x).
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The lemma is substantially known; the proof is based on the stan-

dard use of an auxiliary function.

By hypothesis there is a constant h such that for any point x" of

dA two open spheres Si and S2 of radius h exist such that Si is con-

tained in A, S2 has no points in common with A and x° belongs to the

closure of both Si and S2. For a fixed x°oi dA let y be the center of S2

and

/     h     y«
(15) g(y) = l- h-r)    •

\ I x — y I /

From (1) it follows that

i /    h    yi".       .

Lg = Y\Tx~^—\)   \x~y\2

<16>   i^k)hi^m^}
and from (2)

Lg < — c in A,

with c a positive constant depending only on a, h and the diameter

of A. Denote by t the maximum of Xw in A; we obtain

l(—g — u\ ^ 0 in A,        — g — u ^ 0 in dA,

and by the maximum principle (see [l])

t r    /   h   v/on

(17) "s iv - (h^tt) J-
For a fixed x in A denote by x° one of the nearest points to x on

dA; we have \x — x°\ =d(x), \x — y\ =d(x)+h and by (17) the second

inequality of (14) follows for a proper choice of k2.

Now let y be the center of the sphere Si relative to a point x" in

dA, and let

r-(*:y< |*-y|  <hj,

h
s = —-    mm   m(x);

21/a —  1 d(*)&V2

it follows that
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u + sg ^ 0 in dT

and by (16)

L(u + sg) = — Xu+sLg < 0 in T,

then again using the maximum principle

(18) u(x) ^ si(--r-\     - ll  in T.

For a fixed x in A, with d(#) <(h/2), denote by x" the nearest point

of dA; then |x— y\ =h—d(x) and the first inequality of (14) follows

by (18); for x such that d(x) 2? (h/2) it follows by the positivity of u.

Proof of Theorem I. Suppose u\ in G is a solution of (5).

By a previous result (see [3]) there is an operator L\ in £a such that

Ma[«i] = LxUx.

Let m be a function of G which is a solution of (3), with L in £a. By

the lemma

ui(x)
inf —-— = t > 0.
xeA   u(x)

We have

X'
Xsu — X'tti < 0 in ^4    for s = t — ;

X

by (4) we obtain

L(su — Ux) ^ Lsu — Ma[ux] = — Xsu + X'«i ^ 0    a.e. in A.

Also su — Ux = 0 in d^l and by the maximum principle su — Ux^sO'mA,

that is

X'       1   ux
— g-in A,
X        t    u

and X' g=A follows by definition of t.

A similar proof holds for the maximum of A; in this case we con-

sider

Ui(x)
sup->
zeA   u(x)

which is finite by the lemma.

Proof of Theorem II. By (8) and (2) it follows that p and q> — 1.
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Let r be the distance from the origin and cp(r) the function given by

(13). By elementary properties of Bessel functions

x / c \2i+q        r2i

*(r) = E(-l)*'( — )        -i
ti \l) UT(i+q+l)

and <p is nonnegative, decreasing and of class C2 in [0,1],

(19) 4>'(0) = 0,        0(1) = 0;

furthermore <p is a solution of the equation

1 + 2q
<t>" +- <t>' + c2<j> = 0,

r

that is

\-a
(20) acj>" -\-4>' + c2a<f> = 0.

r

We prove that

<t>'
(21) <t>"-SO in (0,1].

r

By (20)

0' 1   <j>'
(22) 0"-=-c24>.

r a    r

Inequality (21) holds in the limit at r = 0 and, by (22) it holds for

r = l. If (21) does not hold

1   4>'
(23) -c20

a    r

has a minimum in (0, 1) and its derivative is zero at this point, that is

1   <i>"      1   4>'
-+ ___ey-o,

a    r        a   rl

and by (20) it follows that at the point of minimum (23) is positive.

Let u(x) =<p(r); u belongs to G. Let d[u] be the principal curva-

tures of u, i.e. the eigenvalues of the matrix | (d2u)/(dxidxj) \ ordered

in the following way

Cx[u] ^ C2[u] g • • • S Cm[u].
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By a previous result, see [3],

m

ma[u] = [l — (m — l)a]Ci[«] +a^ d[u].
<—1

By (21)

A'
(24)       Cm[«] = <b",        d[u] = —,        i = 1, 2, • • • , m - 1,

r

then by (20)

ma[u] + c2w = 0 in A.

The second equality of (9) follows by Theorem I. Since

-= 0" —-—h <b'[-— ),
dXidXj r2 \r        r3 /

(12) follows.
The function <p(r) defined by (11) is a solution of

(m — l)a r
[1 - (m - l)a]<t>" -\-<p' + [1 - (m - l)a]b2<p = 0.

r

By the same argument (21) holds and hence also (24) with u(x) =<j>(r).

Similarly, using

m—1

Ma[u] = [l- (m- l)a]Cm[u] +«S Ct[u],
1=1

we complete the proof.

Proof of Theorem III. Let r be the radius of a sphere S, with

A dS. By Theorem II there follows the existence of a function v,

vEH2'm(S)r\C°(S), such that

OiC2

Mav -\-v = 0,        v > 0 in S,
r2

v = 0 in dS.

Let

m(x)
t = max-

«U   v(x)

where u is a function of class G and a solution of (3) with Z,££a.

The nonpositive function m — tv takes its maximum inside A and at

that point L(u — tv) gO; but
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ac2 /ac2 \
L(u — tv) ^ —Xu + I-» = X(tv — u) +tv[-X ) in A.

r2 \r2 /

Hence

ac2
-X < 0.

r2

Observation I. In Theorem I the hypothesis "Let dA be of class C2"

can be replaced by "Let A be star-shaped." The hypothesis of

smoothness of the boundary was used only to prove that

Ux(x)
(25) inf —^- > 0.

zeA u(x)

Using a dilatation we can replace Ux by a function v such that

v > 0 in A,        Mav 4- Xv = 0 in A,

with X as near as we like to X'. By the argument of the proof of Theo-

rem I it follows that X^X and then X^X'.

A similar argument holds for the maximum of A.

Observation II. In Theorem I the hypothesis "Let dA be of class

C2" can be replaced by an hypothesis used by Duffin in a similar

problem [2]: "We suppose that a function w of class C2(A) exists

such that

w > 1 in A,        Maw 4- kw < 0 in dA,

where & = sup A."

We observe that if (25) holds the proof is the same as before. If

(25) does not hold, for e positive and sufficiently small

Ux + 6W

u

takes its minimum in a point so near to the boundary that there

Maw+kw<0. In this point of minimum we must have

Ux + ew
L-S 0,

u

and by the hypothesis and some computations it follows that X'^X.

The other part of the proof is obtained considering

«2

u + ew
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Observation III. Let /3, y denote two nonnegative constants; the

previous considerations can be extended to the class £a.a,y of elliptic

operators L

» d
L = Li+ 2^ bi-h c,

,=i      dXi

with 6,-, c measurable in A and

™    2        2

IiG£.,        Z *.: £ (3 ,        -7 ^ c g 0.
1=1

The maximizing and minimizing operator related to the class £«,g,y

is studied in [5].
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